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Introduction

I What is it about? Why is it interesting in solid-state physics?
I It is about the energy levels of the spin states of a nucleus.
I An electric or magnetic field at the position of the nucleus may lead to a

splitting of the nuclear spin states
I The energy splitting depends on the intensity of the field, which in turns

depends on the environment around the nucleus =⇒
The measured spin nuclear transition energy provides information on the
charge distribution around the nucleus

I Outline of the talk
I Hyperfine interactions

I Electric (isomer shift, electric-field gradient)
I Magnetic (Zeeman effect, hyperfine field)

I Nuclear magnetic resonance
I Calculation of chemical shielding (orbital and spin contributions)
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Hyperfine interactions→ Shift and splitting of energy levels of a nucleus

I Interactions between a nucleus and the electromagnetic field produced by the
other charges (electrons and other nuclei) in the system.

I Beyond the point charge model for the nucleus.
I Produces hyperfine structure (shift and splitting of the nucleus energy levels).

Different types of hyperfine interactions:

I Electric:
I Electric monopole interaction (isomer shift, shift of the spectrum)
I Electric quadrupole interaction (quadrupole splitting of the spectral lines)

I Magnetic:
I Magnetic dipole interaction (Zeeman splitting of the spectral lines)
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Experimental study of hyperfine structure

Nuclear hyperfine structure can be experimentally studied using:

I Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

I Nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR)

I Time differential perturbed angular correlation (TDPAC)

I Time differential perturbed angular distribution (TDPAD)

I Muon spin resonance (µSR)

I Mössbauer spectroscopy

Electron hyperfine structure can be experimentally studied using:

I Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)



Mössbauer spectroscopy 1

I Mössbauer effect (1958): In solids, emission and absorption of γ-ray
can occur at the same energy (resonance)

I Reason: recoil-free transition in the nucleus (no exchange of vibration
energy with the lattice)

I Allows for precise measurement of
I Energy changes due to electrical, magnetic or gravitational fields
I Isomer shift, quadrupole splitting, Zeeman splitting

I The fraction of recoil-free events and lifetime of the excited state limit
the number of isotopes that can be used successfully for Mössbauer
spectroscopy:

1
R. Mössbauer, 1961 Nobel Prize in physics



Electric interactions

ρn: charge density of a nucleus
Vel: electrostatic potential due to all charges outside the nucleus
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Electric monopole interaction: isomer shift

Energy of emitted γ-ray by a source:

Es = E0 + δEe
s − δEg

s

Energy of absorbed γ-ray by an absorber:

Ea = E0 + δEe
a − δEg

a

Isomer shift (a measure of the difference in the s electron
density at the nuclei in the source and in the absorber):

δ = Ea − Es ≈ α(ρa(0)− ρs(0))

α is the calibration constant that can be negative or
positive (α = −0.24 mm/s for 57Fe).

ρ(0) is :RTO in case.scf



Isomer shift: YBaFe2O5 (charge-ordered and valence-mixed phases) 1

1
C. Spiel, P. Blaha, and K. Schwarz, Phys. Rev. B 79, 115123 (2009)



Electric quadrupole interaction: Electric quadrupole splitting

Quadrupole Hamiltonian:

HQ =
1

2

3∑
i,j=1

Vij Qij

Vij : electric field gradient (EFG)
Qij : nuclear quadrupole

Eigenvalues (nuclear spin I > 1
2 ):

EQ =
QVzz

4I(2I − 1)

(
3m2 − I(I + 1)

)(
1 +

η2

3

)1/2

m: nuclear spin magnetic quantum number
=⇒ quadrupole splitting of the nucleus spin levels

The EFG can be calculated by WIEN2k



Electric field gradient (EFG)

I Vij =
∂2V
∂xi∂xj

: 2nd derivative of the electrostatic potential V at the position
of a nucleus.

I 3× 3 tensor Vij made diagonal by similarity transformation:V11 V12 V13

V21 V22 V23

V31 V32 V33

⇒
Vxx 0 0

0 Vyy 0
0 0 Vzz


with |Vzz | > |Vyy | > |Vxx |

I Since Vxx + Vyy + Vzz = 0, only two quantities are necessary to fully
characterize the EFG:

I The largest component Vzz (:EFG in case.scf)
I Assymetry parameter η = |Vxx − Vyy | / |Vzz | (:ETA in case.scf)

I By symmetry, the EFG is zero for atoms with cubic point group



EFG: Nuclear quadrupole moment Q of 111Cd 1

νQ ∝ QVzz

I Experimental quadrupole interaction frequency νQ

I Calculatd EFG Vzz

I Q obtained from the slope of Vzz versus νQ =⇒
0.76(2) barn

I Importance of geometry and temperature effect

host lattice νQ (MHz) Vzz (1021 V/m2)
Ga -148.6(1) -7.89(90)
Hg -112(2) -6.45(50)
bct-In 24.82(20) 1.25(50)
β-Sn 43.56(30) 2.65(50)
Sb 132(3) 7.0(6)
Cd 136.02(40) 7.53(60)
Zn 136.5(1.0) 8.6(1.1)

1
L. Errico et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 120, 23111 (2016)



EFG: YBaFe2O5 (charge-ordered and valence-mixed phases) 1

1
C. Spiel, P. Blaha, and K. Schwarz, Phys. Rev. B 79, 115123 (2009)



EFG: Importance of the geometry (27Al) 1

Using (inaccurate) geometry from X-ray powder diffraction data:

Much better agreement after geometry optimization:

1
M. Body et al. J. Phys. Chem. A, 111, 11873 (2007)



EFG: Effect of exchange-correlation 1

I GLLB-SC is the most accurate method
I mBJLDA is not recommended
I Standard PBE is inaccurate for CuO and Cu2O

EFG in 1021 V/m2. Very inaccurate values are in red.
Method Ti Zn Zr Tc Ru Cd CuO Cu2O Cu2Mg
LDA 1.80 3.50 4.21 -1.65 -1.56 7.47 -1.86 -5.27 -5.70
PBE 1.73 3.49 4.19 -1.61 -1.46 7.54 -2.83 -5.54 -5.70
EV93PW91 1.61 3.43 4.13 -1.57 -1.33 7.63 -3.17 -6.53 -5.82
AK13 1.65 3.86 4.17 -1.28 -1.13 8.53 -3.56 -7.92 -5.44
Sloc 1.44 3.93 2.75 -0.52 -0.35 8.01 -3.97 -11.97 -4.10
HLE16 1.70 3.29 3.78 -0.95 -0.73 7.66 -4.18 -10.10 -4.59
BJLDA 1.97 3.51 4.25 -1.27 -1.16 7.61 -5.42 -7.74 -5.20
mBJLDA 1.99 3.35 4.33 -1.20 -0.90 7.56 -13.93 -7.40 -4.89
LB94 0.94 3.78 1.83 -0.72 -1.05 7.47 -1.23 -11.16 -4.97
GLLB-SC 1.62 3.72 4.42 -1.66 -1.26 8.05 -4.65 -9.99 -5.58
HSE06 1.5 4.4 4.5 -2.0 -1.3 9.4 -8.9 -8.3 -6.3
Expt. 1.57(12) 3.40(35) 4.39(15) 1.83(9) 0.97(11) 7.60(75) 7.55(52) 10.08(69) 5.76(39)

1
F. Tran et al. Phys. Rev. Materials, 2, 023802 (2018)



Magnetic dipole interaction

Hamiltonian of the interaction between the magnetic
dipole moment µ of a nucleus and the magnetic field B at
the nucleus:

HM = −µ · B = −gµNI · B

Eigenvalues (nuclear spin I > 1
2 ):

EM = −gmBµN

where m is the nuclear spin magnetic quantum number
=⇒ Nuclear Zeeman effect (splitting of the nucleus spin
energy levels)

B can be calculated by WIEN2k



Components of the magnetic field B at a nucleus position

I Total:
B = Blat + Bext + Bhf

I Hyperfine (from atom’s own electrons):
Bhf = Bdip + Borb + BFermi

I Spin dipole field (from electrons spin moment):
Bdip = 2µB〈Φ|

S(r)

r3 (3(sr̂)̂r− s) |Φ〉

I Orbital field (from electron orbital moment):
Borb = 2µB〈Φ|

S(r)

r3 l|Φ〉

I Fermi contact field (electron spin density at nucleus):
BFermi = 8π

3 µB
(
ρ↑(0)− ρ↓(0)

)



How to calculate B with WIEN2k?

I Spin-polarized calculcation (runsp lapw)
I BFermi (in kGauss) is :HFF in case.scf
I Bdip and Borb are calculated by the lapwdm program:

case.indm:
-12. Emin cutoff energy
1 number of atoms for which density matrix is calculated
1 1 2 index of 1st atom, number of L’s, L1
0 0 rindex, lsindex

(rindex,lsindex)=(3,5) for Bdip
(rindex,lsindex)=(3,3) for Borb
Execute ”x lapwdm (-up/dn)” and search for :XOP in case.scfdm(up/dn)
Bdip/orb (in Tesla) is the difference :XOP(up)−:XOP(dn)
More details in $WIENROOT/SRC/Bhf 3.ps

I Blat is calculated by the dipan program:
Prepare case.indipan and execute ”x dipan”
More details in $WIENROOT/SRC dipan/dipfield.pdf
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Hyperfine field: YBaFe2O5 (charge-ordered and valence-mixed phases) 1

1
C. Spiel, P. Blaha, and K. Schwarz, Phys. Rev. B 79, 115123 (2009)



Non-magnetic systems: NMR spectroscopy

Non-magnetic systems:
I No spontaneous magnetic field B ⇒ no Zeeman effect
I An external magnetic field Bext is applied
⇒ Bind is induced and depends on the environment of the nucleus
⇒ Zeeman effect



NMR: Nuclear shielding and chemical shift

Borb
ind = −σorbBext︸ ︷︷ ︸

In WIEN2k (SRC nmr, 2012):
1st-order perturbation theory

Bspin
ind = −σspinBext︸ ︷︷ ︸

In WIEN2k (SRC orb, SRC lapwdm,∼ 2005):
self-consistently, only in spheres

• Total shielding: σ = σorb + σspin

• σspin more important in metals

• Isotropic shielding: σ = 1
3 Trσ

• Chemical shift (WRT a reference compound): δ = (σref − σ) · 106 [ppm]



NMR: Calculation of Borb
ind and σorb (nmr module) 1

1. Perturbed orbitals ψi (1st-order perturbation theory):

|ψi〉 = |ψ(0)
i 〉+ |ψ

(1)
i 〉

|ψ(1)
i 〉 =

∞∑
j=1

〈ψj |H(1)|ψi〉
εi − εj

|ψ(0)
j 〉

H(1) =
1
2c

L · Bext

Also the unoccupied orbitals need to be accurately calculated

2. Induced current:

jind(r) =
N∑

i=1

〈ψi

∣∣∣̂j∣∣∣ψi〉

3. Biot-Savart law:

Borb
ind (R) =

1
c

∫
jind(r)×

R− r
|R− r|3

d3r

4. σorb(R) ∼ Borb
ind (R)/Bext(R)

1
R. Laskowski and P. Blaha, Phys. Rev. B 85, 035132 (2012)



NMR: WIEN2k steps to calculate Borb
ind and σorb

1. Run usual SCF calculation:
run lapw

2. Prepare case.in1 nmr (LO basis functions added to basis set):
x nmr lapw -mode in1

3. NMR calculation:
x nmr lapw

4. The results are in:
case.outputnmr integ



NMR: Work flow of x nmr lapw



NMR: output (σorb)

The results are in case.outputnmr integ:

:NMRTOT→ Isotropic value and principal components

:NMRASY→Anisotropy, asymmetry, span and skew



NMR: Calculation of Bspin
ind and σspin (orb and lapwdm modules)

Bext is applied⇒ Bspin
ind is induced

Bspin
ind = Bspin

hf = BFermi + Bdip, σspin = σFermi
spin + σ

dip
spin

I Fermi contact:

1. Calculation in spin-polarized mode but with a zero moment:
I instgen lapw -nm (non-magnetic case.inst)
I init lapw -b -sp -fermit 0.004 -numk XXX (non-magnetic case.inst)
I runsp c lapw (run SCF with a moment constraint to be zero)

I save lapw (save the calculation)

2. Copy input file specifying Bext = 100 T:
I cp $WIENROOT/SRC templates/case.vorbup(dn) 100T case.vorbup(dn)

3. SCF calculation with Bext = 100 T:
I runsp lapw -orbc
I BFermi = :HFF

I σFermi
spin = −1000BFermi (in ppm and for Bext = 100 T)

I Spin dipole:

1. After the steps above for BFermi are done, do:
I cp $WIENROOT/SRC templates/case.indm case.indm
I Set (rindex,lsindex) to ”3 5” in case.indm
I x lapwdm -up/dn
I Bdip = :XOP(up)− :XOP(dn)

I σ
dip
spin = −10000Bdip (in ppm and for Bext = 100 T)
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NMR: 19F in alkali fluorides 1

1st-order perturbation theory: |ψ(1)
i 〉 =

∞∑
j=1

〈ψj |H(1)|ψi 〉
εi − εj

|ψ(0)
j 〉

Most important contributions to the variation of σ through the series:
I Valence F-p − unoccupied metal−d : σ is negative and decreases
I Semicore metal−p − unoccupied metal−d : σ is positive and increases

Also important: covalent bonding and antibonding interaction between metal-p and F-p

1
R. Laskowski and P. Blaha, Phys. Rev. B 85, 245117 (2012)



NMR: Effect of exchange-correlation 1

Becke-Johnson leads to slope closer to 1, but larger RMSD

1
R. Laskowski, P. Blaha, and F. Tran, Phys. Rev. B 87, 195130 (2013)



NMR: Metals 1

The orbital and spin contributions are both important

1
R. Laskowski and P. Blaha, J. Phys. Chem. C 119, 19390 (2015)



NMR: 89Y in intermetallic compounds 1

Possible reasons for the strong disagreement with experiment for YMg and YZn:
I Probably disorder
I Overestimation of magnetism by DFT?

1
L. Kalantari et al., J. Phys. Chem. C 121, 28454 (2017)



Brief summary

Nuclear hyperfine interactions

I Electric interactions:
I Monopole interaction:

I =⇒ Isomer shift
I Related to electron density ρ at nucleus

I Quadrupole interaction:
I =⇒ Quadrupole splitting
I Related to EFG at nucleus
I Non-zero for nucleus with I > 1

2 and non-cubic point groups
I Magnetic interactions:

I Dipole interaction:
I =⇒ Zeeman splitting
I Related to hyperfine field
I Magnetic systems
I Non-magnetic systems in Bext (NMR spectroscopy)


